
EXT. - DECOY SITE                                             

POW runs desperately from the drone as the site beams target 
him.

POW
It’s still on me man – I got 
no cover!

He dives into the sand, rolls and fires his M16 toward the sky.

The DRONE recalculate and locks target to his chest. 

POW
Nooooo!

POW’S world explodes. The drone shifts and zooms away.

INT. – DEFENSE HEADQUARTERS                                                         

LOCKE suddenly twists grabbing the gun from the man behind him. 
Military personnel engage the BLACK-SHIRT private security team 
in hand-to-hand combat. LOCKE engages with AGENT PALMER.

INT. – DESERT AIRMEN TENT                                     

Both TRUE and NIGHT are frantically tapping into the keyboards 
of each computer. TRUE regains visual of their HEADQUARTERS. 

The fighting at Defense Headquarters is revealed on screen. 

TRUE
Holy Shit! We’re on our own!

LOCKE appears on the screen, pausing intermittenly to duck and 
punch. He yells into the camera. 

LOCKE 
OVER-RIDE! We were set-up! Re-route 
weapons to Headquarters!



TRUE
Sir – weapons will obliterate site!

LOCKE is suddenly grabbed in a choke-hold from behind.

LOCKE
That’s an order!

NIGHT
I’m on it, Sarge! 

TRUE  looks  up  to  see  a  DRONE  re-routing  towards  them,  their 
weapons lowered.

TRUE
We’re outta time - we’re outta time!

NIGHT grabs the laptop,  they both scramble from the tent and 
dive clear of it, just as the drone’s weapon destroys it. Laying 
prone and sand-covered, NIGHT opens the laptop and desperately 
continues to work to override the drone’s automated commands.

TRUE
I’ll cover, you got this?!  

NIGHT nods. TRUE scrambles from the ground. She lifts a Beowulf 
weapon from beneath the rubble, runs away from NIGHT, turns, 
lifts the weapon to the sky, and fires. 

A large explosion hits the side of the drone, to no affect but 
to get its attention. 

The DRONE swings back toward TRUE. 

She quickly tosses the weapon and dives for cover, as the ground 
explodes behind her.  

Nearby, NIGHT continues tapping and muttering.

NIGHT
I got you, you mothers, I got you.

Suddenly,  the  DRONE  swings  in  the  direction  of  the  Desert 
Defense Headquarters. 


